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Abstract: In recent years synchronization plays a major issue for secure
transmission in mobile adhoc networks. When an attacker modifies the time
synchronization algorithm, the nodes will have faulty estimates of other nodes
location, leading to chaos. While transmitting under these adverse conditions,
packets might be lost or might be sent to wrong locations. Data replication and
data diffusion are two methods which are used to solve the problem of data
availability. In this paper we propose an algorithm for secure multi hop
transmission used for external attacks.
Keywords: Time synchronization, data availability, data authentication, pair wise
secure transaction, end-to-end delay.

1. Introduction
Time synchronization plays a major role in Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs).
Because the movement of the nodes in MANET is not fixed, time synchronization
helps the accurate, as well as secure transmission and other collaborative processes.
For example, if an attack occurs and the time synchronization algorithm is affected,
then the nodes will have faulty estimates of other nodes location, leading to chaos.
While transmitting under these adverse conditions, packets might be lost or might
be sent to wrong locations. Because of this, packet retransmissions occur based on
the acknowledgements received. Collaborative data transmissions get affected. The
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problems in time synchronization have been extensively studied in MANETs. Many
algorithms have been introduced. But all these existing methods do not take into
consideration the security issues. In our paper, we introduce security mechanisms
into our basic method of sender-receiver synchronization for secure pair-wise time
synchronization in MANETs. The overhead caused is minimum. This method can
counter the attacks caused by external attackers. We extend our scheme for secure
pair-wise synchronization over multiple hops also. Based on the requirements of the
applications being used, for multiple hops, two schemes are introduced:
opportunistic and direct. In Section 5 of the paper, we also discuss a mobility model
and how it helps in assessing the data availability and storage of data. In MANETs
the mobile nodes need to communicate with other nodes to share and access data.
Due to disconnections, data from different MANETs cannot be accessed. Thus, data
availability is deteriorated. Data replication and Data diffusion are two methods
which can be used to solve the problem of data unavailability. In Section 6 we
calculate the probability of providing data authentication to the data available.

2. Related works
Clock synchronization is a vital part for MANETs. Because in a MANET the nodes
are mobile and their position is not fixed, time synchronization is difficult. Hence, a
central coordinator is used to help in time synchronization. Previously,
asynchronous clocks were mostly utilized. Due to this reason there is much power
loss and there is an increase in the waiting time as the information of all nodes is
not properly available to forward the packets. Herein, a protocol named MTSP is
introduced for multi-hop MANETs. This protocol is for IEEE 802.11 mode. The
MTSP consists of two phases: Beacon Window (BW) phase and SYNchronization
(SYN) phase. Many protocols for clock synchronization in a MANET have been
recently proposed. A time synchronism algorithm is proposed in [8] to deal with the
partitioning problem in sparse ad hoc networks. RBS is presented in [9]. A
reference broadcast does not contain an explicit timestamp; instead, its arrival time
is used by the receivers as a point of reference for comparing their clocks. RBS uses
nontrivial statistical methods, such as regression to estimate the clock phase oﬀset
and clock frequency oﬀset of any two stations’ protocol, called ASP, is proposed in
[10] for time synchronization in 802.11-based multi-hop ad hoc networks. The basic
idea of the protocol is to adjust clocks’ frequencies. But it does not address the
scalability problem fully. The maximum clock oﬀset is still over 200 µs. The reason
is that ASP trusts the face value of the timestamp of the beacon from the sending
station. The result is that the slower station may over-adjust its clock frequency and
become faster than the original fastest station. This process may keep repeating, the
frequencies of the clocks getting faster and faster and eventually out of bound.
Various mobility models have also come into light in the recent times. The
Random Waypoint Model was first proposed by J o h n s o n and M a l t z [5]. Soon
it became a “benchmark” mobility model to evaluate the MANET routing
protocols, because of its simplicity and wide availability. To generate the node trace
of the Random Waypoint model, the setdest tool from the CMU Monarch group
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may be used. This tool is included in the widely used network simulator ns-2.
Another mobility model considering the temporal dependency of velocity over
various time slots is the Smooth Random Mobility Model. In [6] it is also found that
the memory-less nature of a Random Waypoint model may result in unrealistic
movement behaviours. Instead of the sharp turn and sudden acceleration or
deceleration, Bettstetter also proposes to change the speed and direction of the node
movement incrementally and smoothly.

3. Problem formulation
In our network, we have MANET nodes. We assume that the nodes are neighbours
or at a multiple hop distance. Here we accept that the links are bidirectional
between the neighbouring nodes. We assume that the neighbouring nodes share
pair-wise secret keys. We also assume that every node has a local clock.
Table 1
X, P
Y, Q
R, S
ack
sync
β
D
Davg
Dactual
DM
D*
CX
KXY
ti1, …, ti12
Δ
σ

Sender nodes
Receiver nodes
Intermediate nodes
Acknowledgement
Synchronization
Offset (difference between two local clocks at a given time T)
End-to-end delay
Average end-to-end delay
Actual end-to-end delay
Maximum expected and allowed end-to-end delay
Maximum end-to-end delay
Local clock of node X
Secret pair-wise key between nodes X and Y
Timestamps for sending or receiving packets between different nodes
Packet-delay
Standard deviation

3.1. Sender-Receiver Synchronization
For two nodes to be synchronized, there are two main approaches: sender-receiver
or receiver-receiver. We use the following algorithm for sender-receiver
synchronization. In this paper we use the expression given below:
Node-id (Send time) → (Receive time) Node-id: contents of the packets.
Pair-wise Sender-receiver Synchronization:
1) X(ti1) → (ti2) Y: X, Y, sync,
2) Y(ti3) → (ti4) X: Y, X, ti2, ti3, ack,
3) X evaluates the offset.
Here ti1 and ti4 are the times calculated by the clock of X, CX; ti2, and ti3 are the
times measured by CY. The offset represents the discrepancy between the local
clocks at a given time T. The sender node X sends a synchronization packet to Y at
time ti1. At ti2 node Y receives the packet. Here ti2 is equivalent to ti1+β+D, and β is
the offset, D is the end-to-end delay. Node Y sends an acknowledgement back at ti3.
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This acknowledgement contains ti2 and ti3 values; ti4 is equivalent to ti3+β+D. Thus,
X calculates the end to end delay and offset as
(1)
β = {( ti2 – ti1) – (ti4 – ti3)}/2 and D = {( ti2 – ti1) + (ti4 – ti3)}/2.
3.2. Malicious attacks
This subsection discusses the type of attacks an attacker can carry out externally to
lead the pair-wise sender-receiver synchronization astray. If the attacker makes the
nodes calculate the offset incorrectly:
A) ti2 and ti3 values can be modified. Thus the message to be sent can be
changed or the identity of the receiving node can be changed.
B) The attacker can also influence the measurement of ti2 and ti3 instead of
directly changing the values. The attacker can stop the first packet and then store it
to replay to a further point which increases the transmission time. Thus, the offset at
the sender’s end can be modified. This is called packet-delay attack.
C) Similar packet-delay attack can be used to modify ti4 with the help of an
acknowledgement packet.
If a packet-delay attack occurs, the equations change: ti2* = ti1+β+D and
ti4 = ti3 – β + D, where ti2* = ti2 + Δ. Here Δ represents the packet-delay that the
attacker has introduced.
Thus, the clock offset and the end-to-end delay are changed to:
(2)
β = {(ti2 – ti1) – (ti4 – ti3) + Δ}/2 and D = {( ti2 – ti1) + (ti4 – ti3) + Δ}/2.
In (2) β and D are increased by a factor of Δ/2 than in (1).

4. Secure time synchronization
We introduce security aspects into sender-receiver synchronization to increase the
resiliency of MANET towards malicious attacks from external attackers.
4.1. Secure Pair-wise Synchronization (SPS) Algorithm
The algorithm has three steps.
SPS Algorithm
Step 1. X(ti1) → (ti2) Y: X, Y, sync.
Step 2. Y(ti3) → (ti4) X: Y, X, ti2, ti3, ack, MAC{KXY}[Y, X, ti2, ti3, ack].
Step 3. X calculates the end-to-end delay D= {(ti2 – ti1) + (ti4 – ti3)}/2.
If D ≤ D* then β = {( ti2 – ti1) – ( ti4 – ti3)}/2.
Else abort.
MAC (Message Authentication Codes) are used, and key KXY that is shared
between X and Y. Thus, with this algorithm, the integrity and the authenticity of the
message are assured. The attackers cannot modify any values to cause a packetdelay attack. Node Y cannot be found by the attacker because the secret is held by X
only. By comparing the actual end-to-end delay D, with the maximum expected
end-to-end delay D*, we can detect packet-delay attacks. Calculation of the offset is
aborted if D is greater than D*.
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4.2. Performance evaluation of SPS
We can find out how great influence an attacker has on the synchronization based
on the value of maximum end-to-end delay D*. To understand better we calculate
the value of D when there is no influence of external attackers. Thus, three main
causes of the end-to-end delay are:
1. Waiting time at mac (medium access control) layer: This delay is not a fixed
value.
2. The time that is taken to transmit the packet bit-by-bit from the sender node
to the receiver node: This value can be determined and it depends on the
transmission speed and size of the packet.
3. Propagation time from end to end: Its value ranges in nanoseconds.
4.2.1. Minimum synchronization precision
The nodes can be perfectly synchronized if the end-to-end delay is a fixed value.
Then there would be a zero error. But because the delay keeps varying, a
synchronization error occurs. The maximum error occurs when the end-to-end delay
difference in both directions (from X to Y and from Y to X) is highest, i.e., in a
given direction D is Davg – 3σ and in the opposite direction D is Davg + 3σ. Here Davg
is the average delay and σ is the standard deviation. Thus, from the equations (1)
and (2), we can conclude that the maximum synchronization error that can occur
is 3σ.
4.2.2. Maximum attacker impact
This is defined as the maximum difference an attacker can cause between the clocks
of two nodes without being caught. When the actual end-to-end delay is minimum,
i.e. , Davg – 3σ, then it is the worst case. Here the maximum packet-delay factor of
12σ (Δ = 12σ). Node X will evaluate the end-to-end delay, D, as:
(2)
D = Dactual + Δ/2=Davg – 3σ + (12σ/2) = Davg + 3σ = D*.
From (2) we find that the offset will be reduced by Δ/2. Hence, the maximum
attacker impact is 6σ.

5. Multihop synchronization
Up to this moment we have considered synchronization between nodes which are
directly connected (neighbours). Now we introduce two algorithms for increasing
the security of sender-receiver synchronization which are multiple hops away from
one another: opportunistic and direct. We presume that every pair of nodes has a
path between them, formed based on the routing information and the topology of
the network. For example, let us assume that we need to synchronize between nodes
P and Q which have no direct communication. Let us presume that the shortest path
betweenthe sender and the receiver is three hops away, going through R and S.
Thus, the path is P – R – S – Q.
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5.1. Secure Direct Multi-hop (SDM) Algorithm
The algorithm has five steps.
SDM Algorithm
Step 1. P(ti1) → (ti2) R(ti3) → (ti4) S(ti5) → (ti6) Q: P, Q, sync.
Step 2. Q: h1= {Q, P, ti6, ti7, ack}
: H1= MAC{KQS}[Q, S, h1]
Q(ti7) → (ti8) S: Q, S, h1, H1.
Step 3. S: h2 = {Q, S, P, ti4, ti9, (ti6 – ti5), (ti8 – ti7), ack}
: H2= MAC{KSR}[S, R, h2]
S(ti9) → (ti10) R: S, R, h2, H2.
Step 4. R: h3= {Q, S, R, P, ti2, ti11, (ti4 – ti3), (ti10 – ti9), (ti6 – ti5), (ti8 – ti7), ack}
: H3= MAC{KRP}[R, P, h3]
R(ti11) → (ti12) P: R, P, h3, H3.
Step 5. P: calculate
D= {[(ti2 – ti1) + (ti4 – ti3) + (ti6 – ti5)] + [(ti12 – ti11) + (ti10 – ti9) + (ti8 – ti7)]}/2
if D < DT * then
β= {[(ti2 −ti1) + (ti4 − ti3) + (ti6 − ti5)] – [(ti12 − ti11) + (ti10 − ti9) + (ti8 − ti7)]}/2.
Else abort.
The sender and the receiver need not share the secret key, i.e., P and Q need not
share the pair-wise secret key. But P and R, R and S, S and Q need to share the pairwise secret key. To understand the algorithm, first we study the transmission
between neighbours P and R.
(3)
P(ti1) → (ti2) R; R(ti11) → (ti12) P.
These four timestamps are interrelated as follows:
(4)
ti2= ti1+βPR+DPR; ti12= ti11 – βPR + DPR.
Similarly for the pairs (R, S) and (R, Q) we obtain the following relationships
between their timestamps:
(5)
ti4= ti3+βRS+DRS; ti10= ti9 – βRS + DRS,
(6)
ti6= ti5+βRQ+DRQ; ti8= ti7 – βRQ + DRQ.
Combining mathematically (5) and (6), and including the terms βPQ and DPQ, the
following equations are produced:
(7)
(ti2 – ti1) + (ti4 – ti3) + (ti6 – ti5) = βPQ + DPQ,
(8)
(ti12 – ti11) + (ti10 – ti9) + (ti8 – ti7) = – βPQ + DPQ.
Here βPQ = βPR + βRS + βSQ and DPQ = DPR + DRS + DSQ.
5.2. Performance evaluation of SDM
Secure Direct Multi-hop synchronization (SDM) is better than SOM in terms of
accuracy. However, in SDM the intermediate nodes are by default assumed to be
trustworthy. Thus, SDM is not resilient enough to secure itself from attacks by
compromised nodes. In SDM, mac access delays do not affect the end-to-end delay.
Hence, based on the number of hops, we can easily evaluate the end-to-end delay.
The end-to-end delay is equivalent to the collective sum of DPR, DRS and DSQ.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a time synchronization technique for secure
transmission in case of attacks in MANETs. In this technique we have used
algorithms for pair-wise secure transactions for neighbouring nodes, as well as
nodes separated by multiple hops. Data replication and Data diffusion are two
methods which are used to solve the problem of data unavailability. Future research
will mainly concentrate on integrating the better security concepts for data
authentication and synchronization.
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